Introduction
Defy.Farm is an innovative yield farming platform with two very unique approaches to
farming: A reflect mechanism that distributes fees to both farmers and token holders (with
farmers getting double reward vis a vis token holders) and an impermanent loss protection
mechanism that compensates users based on the impermanent loss they might incur when
pooling liquidity!
DefyCoin first version was launched on March 18th, 2021. Later there was an update to
second version with impermanent loss protection. DefyCoinV2 has been launched on May
2nd, 2021, with a decreasing supply of 300,000 tokens. The initial liquidity was added by the
team and locked via DxSale. There is no mint function within the contract, which means that
no new coins can ever be produced.
The principal purpose of DEFY token is to create a store of value. The price of a single token
is designed to raise with the growing scarcity, ensured by the ever-shrinking supply. To provide
a use case, DEFY is going to be used as a native currency in the upcoming sister projects.
The token is available for sale at ApeSwap (primary pool) and PancakeSwap.
The contract address is 0x0acbb2c3d3826b82b17c09e2dfa605b5279e0c63

Tokenomics
So far, every single farming token on BSC has suffered from inflation. Allowing the liquidity
providers to gain newly-minted coins is unsustainable in a long-term, and always leads to a
drastic devaluation of the token, resulting in a classic Ponzi scheme. The first few people to buy
the coin – usually developers or developers’ friends – profit at the cost of everybody else. DEFY
token aims to solve these problems.
Deflationary farming in DEFY is possible thanks to the groundbreaking tokenomics – every
transaction made with the token (buying, selling, transferring, providing liquidity, removing
liquidity) is subject to a 10% tax, split as follows:
• 2% of the total amount of tokens from every transaction are burnt forever, further
decreasing the supply;
• 2% are split between all the token holders according to the classic RFI model,
proportionally to the held number of tokens;
• 5% are allocated to the farming pools – farming is done with the LP tokens, which
ensures that the liquidity pool stays strong at all times (more on that in the next section);
• 0.5% are allocated to the impermanent loss protection fund which covers impermanent
loss of farmers in DefyFarm.
• 0.5% go to the team & marketing wallet; please note that no tokens had been allocated
to the team before the launch. Therefore, it is in the team’s best interest to keep the
project up and running – and to work on increasing the token’s value.
Due to the 10% tax, it is necessary to set the slippage to at least 10.5% while buying or selling
the token.
Example: John buys 100 DEFY tokens for 1,000 BUSD via ApeSwap. 10 tokens are split
between the farming allocation, holders’ wallets, burn address, and the team & marketing
wallet, therefore John receives only 90 tokens in his wallet. However, from this point on, John
gets a share of his profit from 2% of every single transaction made with DEFY – and a few days
later, his wallet inevitably contains 100 DEFY tokens.

Farming
Half of the tax (5% of every transaction) is allocated to farming. It is done in the 24-hourwindows, ie. 5% of the entire DEFY trade volume on Monday will be available for farming on
Tuesday. In order to be eligible, a token holder needs to add liquidity to a chosen pool, then
proceed to stake the LP tokens in the project dashboard (https://v2.defy.farm/dashboard/). The
amount of farmed tokens is displayed in the corresponding pool section of the dashboard,
with APR calculated in relation to the current TVL and the previous day’s trade volume.
Currently, there are four pools available:
•
•
•
•

DEFY-BNB (ApeSwap)
DEFY-BUSD (ApeSwap)
DEFY-BNB (PancakeSwap)
DEFY-BUSD (PancakeSwap)

Staking and unstaking the LP tokens is tax-free and connected with the harvest function: each
staking/unstaking operation automatically puts the farmed tokens into the holder’s wallet.
Moreover, harvesting the farm yield without making any changes to the LP tokens is also taxfree, subject only to the current gas price on BSC.
Example: Let’s say that the current cost of DEFY is 10 dollars per token. John adds 100 DEFY
tokens and 1,000 BUSD into the liquidity pool on ApeSwap. He receives the LP tokens
equivalent to 90 DEFY and 900 BUSD (after-tax) and proceeds to stake them at
https://v2.defy.farm/dashboard/ . John now gains more DEFY than he would if he were to
leave the tokens in his wallet. After a week, John decides harvest 20 DEFY he has made from
farming. He is now earning DEFY based on his staked LP tokens (his share of 5% of the
previous day token volume) AND on the tokens in his wallet (his share of 2% from every
transaction).
What is Impermanent Loss?
It’s simple to understand really.
Let’s say, Defy is priced at $5 today. You buy today and pair it with BUSD and started to farm.
However, when you decide to withdraw, the Defy price is, unfortunately, $3.50. Now, your
harvested DEFY + your originally bought DEFY can’t match your initial investment. This is
when you are making Impermanent Loss.
Now that we have explained that, you realize how many times you have been burnt by this?
DEFY Farm will be the first save you from this menace! How? Simple.
Think, in the above example, when your harvested DEFY + Your originally bought DEFY
doesn’t fetch your initial amount back, Team Defy steps in, wearing a black hood and red cape
and says, here, some more DEFY to you to make you recover initial investment!
Thats what we will do, exactly. Our ILP (Impermanent Loss Protection) smart contract will
check for anybody making loss from farming and compensate them from the insurance fund.
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Launch price: 0.04 USD
ATH: 10.82 USD
Holders: 348
Transfers: 3,186
Circulating supply: 235,054 DEFY and shrinking
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Birchy (@alex_jn) – lead dev
Coins Bitty (@CoinsBitty) – dev
Faf (@methinksso) – marketing
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